
Darter S knife
https://simac.fr/en/produit-4202-Darter-S-knife

SKU Designation French Law Blade length (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) MSRP

TK0012
Darter S Disruptive Gray CPM

S35VN - Gray 
D 11  22  147  698.00 € incl. tax

TK0011
Darter S Shadow Black CPM

S35VN - Black 
D 11  22  147  698.00 € incl. tax

Constructed from CPM S35VN steel and heat treated to approximately 60 Rockwell, the Darter is tough
enough to tackle any task. This variation of the knife is equipped with a gray G10 handle and red liners.
Several other key features of this blade include a retention lanyard hole, thumb flex on the spine and tip of
the blade, stainless steel torx handle screws, Gunkote Black KG finish, and custom engraved logos. laser on
the blade.

Total length 8.5'' (22cm)
Blade length: 4.25'' (11cm)
Handle length: 4.25'' (11cm)
Handle material G10
CPM S35VN steel
Blade thickness 0.1875'' (0.48cm)
Blade hardness 59-61 Rockwell
Weight 5.3oz (147g)

 

The knife's mid-size allows for easy placement on your equipment without compromising real estate, and
each blade includes a Black Toor Knives FlexTech KYDEX® sheath, with a retention adjustment screw and
friction offset to reduce blade rattle inside the sheath. Complementing the sheath is mounting hardware and
an UltiClip Slim 3.3 bracket and the Darter package is a laser cut loop that has been designed to integrate
your sheath with your equipment.

 

Technology :

TDT: multiple heat treatment and non-oxygen thermal normalization and cryogenic finishing to harden
external austenitic steel. The guarantee of an ultra regular molecular structure and maximum hardness.
MicraCoat surface treatment: Maximum anti-corrosion protection thanks to a thermal multi-layer
application. Minimal thickness for exceptional protection.
Dynamic Fluting handle: a multiaxial sculpted structure which ensures both comfort in the hand and
perfect grip of the knife.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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